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Learning to Write in a Genre:
What Student Writers Take
from Model Texts
Davida H. Charney
Richard A. Carlson
The Pennsylvania State University

This study investigated the effects of writing models on students' writing of
researchtexts. The models used by participants varied in quality and in labeling
cues. Ninety-five psychology majorsweregiven basicfacts, including relevantand
irrelevant information,for writing a Method Section for one of two experiments.
The controlgroup (N = 22) saw no models. The modelsgroups (N =73) saw three
student-written Method sections- either 3 good models (AAA) or 1 good, 1 moderate, and 1 poor model (ABC). Half of each quality group saw the models labeled
with grades; the other half saw them unlabeled.Following holistic ratings of the
students' texts, the texts were analyzedfor content. The modelsgroups' texts were
rated as better organized than those of the control group. The models also influenced text content. Seeing a propositionin the models increasedthe likelihoodthat
students would include it in their texts, with the effect being smallerfor propositions that appearedonly in moderateor poor models.For the writing topic deemed
moredifficult, the modelsgroup includedmoretopicalinformationthan the control
group, including more essential propositions but also more unnecessary propositions. No systematic benefits emergedfrom labeling the models or from providing
only good models. Students seemedable to judge the relativequality of the models,
even without labels. Overall, providing modelsseems to increasethe salienceof the
topical informationconsideredby student writers for inclusion in their texts.

Every discipline, profession, and business has its own genres or conventional forms of written communication - from legal briefs and resumes,
to computer manuals, and journal articles. Genres arise from the frequent
recurrence of similar situations in which writers seek to move readers to
some specific end or in which readers need specific kinds of information
from writers in order to take some action (Miller, 1984). Adopting a genre
relieves writers and readers from having to invent a new form of communication for each recurrence of a situation; topic selection, argumentative
strategies to emphasize the importance of the new work in the context of
the existing literature; structural arrangements, and stylistic patterns that
proved useful for conducting such business in the past are incorporated
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into a readily recognizable pattern for communication.This pattern includes assumptions about the goals, prior knowledge, tastes, and power
relations of the writers and readers. For example, Bazerman's (1989)
insightful historical analysis of the development of the experimental
research article shows how this genre was shaped by the growth of
shared knowledge and the shifting of power relationsbetween scientific
writers and readersin the 18th century.
To write successfully in a genre, a writer must be familiar with its
conventions of content, structure,and style, as well as understand the
assumptions underlying these conventions. A writer must also know
how to adapt these constraintsto fit the peculiaritiesof the task at hand.
For example, a researcherreporting an experiment must know much
more than the conventional written outline of Introduction, Method,
Results, and Discussion sections and the aims and details of the experiment itself. The researchermust also use rhetoricalstrategies to emphasize the importance of the new work in the context of the existing
literature;to recognize when departuresfrom standardpracticeare great
enough to requireexplanationor justification;to anticipatereaders'rival
interpretationsof the data. As studies of expert composing processes
have revealed, even prominent scientists with numerous publicationsto
their credit often struggle when writing experimental articles (Law &
Williams,1982;Rymer,1988).
The task is obviously even more challenging for undergraduateswho
are often novice writers,novice researchers,and novices in the discipline.
Studentshave difficultynot only learning the structureof the genre itself
but also adopting the "voice" of a researcher(Faigley & Hansen, 1985;
Herrington, 1992). They have little of the tacit experiential knowledge
that full-fledged scientists rely on for adapting the genre to a particular
experimentor for anticipatingwhat readerswill find interestingor controversial.For example, while students writing a Method section know
that they must include "enough detail to allow a reader to replicate the
experiment,"they often cannot determine which details are required to
assurean acceptablereplication.Often students treatgeneric conventions
as a Procrusteanbed, distorting their material to fit the outline, rather
than bending the rules.
Yet, writing in the genre of the researchreport is often an important
means of progress in a discipline. As Herrington (1992) has argued, in
order for students to internalize the language, values, and strategies of
their future discourse community, they must "insert"themselves into
that community,trying out the characteristicways in which members of
that discipline think and express themselves to one another.The anthropology students in Herrington's study found that writing experimental
researchreports- and rewriting them after feedback from instructors-
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made them more aware that tacit disciplinary conventions suffused the
language they were trying to adopt. Their efforts to sound like anthropologists changed their perceptions of their own projects.Assigning research reports has become a central way to teach students about a
discipline, not only in advanced composition classes, but also in research
methods classes in a variety of scientific and technicaldisciplines. Given
the importanceof this writing task, and the notorious difficultiesit poses
to beginningstudents,facilitatingthe processwould obviouslybe beneficial.
Model Texts

A common technique for teaching genres such as the experimentalresearchreportis to present students with model texts that can be imitated
or drawn on while students are writing their own texts. Although types
of model texts vary, we will define a model as a text writtenby a specific
writer in a specificsituation that is subsequentlyreusedto exemplifya genre that
generalizes over writers in such situations. Such models are often used to

supplement explicit guidelines or "rules"(provided in a textbookor style
guide) for spelling out some of the conventional featuresof the genre;in
a recent survey as many as 76%of university-level composition instructors reportedusing models regularly (Stolarek,1994).
Models are as common in the workplace as in the classroom. Beginning engineers rely heavily on company files of technical reports when
writing their reports, and it is quite common for supervisors to provide
such reportsas models (Winsor,1990a;1990b).
But while the use of model texts is widespread, Hillocks (1986)points
out that very little is known about their effectiveness. In fact, his metaanalysis of a series of studies suggests that models may well be less
effective in writing instruction than some other kinds of intervention.
Further,as many teachers know first-hand,students often misuse models, imitating their weaknesses as well as their strengths,or applying the
model inappropriatelyor too literally to their particularrhetoricalsituation (Smagorinsky,1992;Werner,1989).
The mixed record produced by model texts is somewhat surprising,
given that learning-by-examplehas proven such a powerful pedagogical
strategy in other skill domains (Chi, Bassok, Lewis, Reimann,& Glaser,
1989;Nitsch, 1977;Pirolli, 1991;Sweller & Cooper, 1985). The difficulty
may lie in the nature of writing tasks. Writingtasks are less well-defined
than other problem solving tasks (like playing chess or solving algebra
problems) that have been extensively studied by cognitive and educational psychologists. The conventions of a genre are not hard-and-fast
rules, although they are often presented as such in style guidelines or
publicationmanuals.Thompson (1993)contrastedthe "rules"for writing
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an experimentalResults section with the actual practiceof a senior biochemist, finding the biologist's frequentand systematic "violations"rhetorically well justified. Furthermore, writing problems have no
definitively correct or incorrect solutions. Any given writing task will
elicit a range of acceptableresponses, none of which is ever absolutely
perfect. No two writing tasks are ever exactly alike; a text that is an
effectiveresponse in one rhetoricalsituationmay be completely inappropriate in a similar situation.
As a result of the nature of the task, a model text is not an algorithm
for writing a new text in the way that a worked-out algebraproblemmay
be a model for solving new problemsof the same type. Writerswho have
a model text nevertheless face some complex interpretive challenges.
First they must decide which aspects of the model are truly representative of effective texts in that genre. Second, they must consider the
situation in which the model was written and assess how it differs from
their own. Finally,their judgments may not be confined to what they
actuallysee in the model; what is properlyexcluded in one situationmay
be essential in another.So any single model may not be very useful when
comparedto a variety of models that betterrepresentthe range of acceptable variation.
Apart from differencesbetween the model and the writing topic, the
way that models are selected may also influence their usefulness.
Smagorinsky (1992;in press) reviews the mixed record on models for
writing, pointing out that in several studies in which models failed to
improve performance,the models were available to participants only
before, and not while, they wrote. In some cases, the writers themselves
may have lacked sufficient content knowledge to take advantage of the
models. Smagorinskyalso found that more successful models targeted
one or two writing features rather than a whole complex of features.
Overall,however, the number of studies investigating models is surprisingly small. Littleresearchis availableon the specific effects of models on
the writing process or on the effects of various kinds of models.
The Present Study
This study investigated the usefulness of models to students learning a
new genre in their discipline and the effects of differentkinds of models.
We asked undergraduatepsychology majors to write a Method section
for a simple experiment,allowing some students to consult student-written Method sections while writing. We focused on the Method section
because its structureand content are relatively well-defined, while leaving sufficientroom for variation.Writinga Method section also requires
an understandingof sophisticateddisciplinaryconcepts.
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This study addressed three main research questions: 1) Do writers
provided with models producebettertexts than writersworking without
models? 2) Do writers benefit more from seeing several high-quality
models or from models representinga range of quality levels? and 3) Do
writers benefit from explicit cues about the quality of the models? The
first question addressed the basic issue of whether models help or hurt
student efforts to write in a genre. The second question is of interest
because writing tasks areby natureill-defined. Becauseno one model can
adequatelyrepresentthe range of acceptableresponses,one might expect
that students would benefit most from seeing several good models and
from observing the range of variationamong them. But researchhas also
shown that learners benefit from seeing counterexamples,examples of
unsuccessful or wrongheaded efforts (Nitsch, 1977;Tennyson,1973;Tennyson, Woolley,& Merrill,1972).Therefore,comparingmodels of different quality may help students identify the strengths of the models and
avoid the weaknesses. The last question addressed the issue of how best
to encourage active analysis of the models. Labeling the models may
allow students to passively accept everything in the "good" models as
good rather than taking a critical stance. On the other hand, students
lacking familiaritywith the discipline and the genre may be unable to
judge unlabeled models appropriately;in this case, the models may simply serve to confuse them. Given these differenttheoreticalpossibilities,
our study sought to identify what kinds of models- if any- are most
helpful for student writers.
Method
Participants

Ninety-five undergraduates(mainlysophomoresand juniors)enrolledin
Psychology 201 (a requiredresearchmethods course for psychology majors) participatedin this study. A primaryobjectiveof Psychology 201 is
to familiarizestudents with the genre of the experimentalresearchreport
by means of both reading and writing. At the time the study was conducted, about half-way through the term, students had already received
initial instructionin the purpose and components of the Method section.
And they had previously taken a general introductorypsychology course
that broadly surveyed areas of psychological research. Students who
volunteered to participatein the study received extra class credit.
Materials

WritingTopics.The students' task- to write a Method section for a re-enacted psychological experiment- is a common assignment in introduc-
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tory researchmethods courses. Because writing tasks are known to be
sensitive to details of topic, we preparedmaterialsfor two experiments
so that we could check for topic effects. We based the two topics on
published studies of the effectsof priorknowledge on memory for verbal
information.In our re-enactment,we simplified and modified the studies
to resemble each other more closely. Apart from the experimentalmaterials, most of the essential features of the two studies (the number of
subjects,the treatmentstructure,and the majorevents in the experimental procedures)remainedidentical.
The first experiment ("Washing")is based on a familiar study by
Bransfordand Johnson (1972).In this study subjectsare presented with
a vague passage describing the process of washing clothes. One group
of subjects sees the passage with a title that activates prior knowledge
about doing laundry, clarifies the passage, and leads to more accurate
recall of its contents. The other group sees the passage untitled. In our
re-enactmentof this study, we added a within-subjectspracticevariable
in which both groups have two chances to read and recall the passage.
The second experiment ("Hierarchies")is based on a study by Bower
and his colleagues (1969).Here the task is to memorize sets of common
nouns. One group is presented with the words organized into hierarchical, tree-structurediagramswith the most general termat the top (metals)
and branches of more specific categories (rare, common, and alloys)
followed by specific instances (gold). The other group sees the same
words randomlyscatteredin the tree-structures.The complicationin this
study is that each group studies two sets of hierarchies,one of minerals
and one of plants. Like the Washingstudy, the design included a withinsubjectspracticevariable in which each group has two chances to read
and recall the two hierarchies.The design is formally identical to the
Washingstudy, a two-level, between-subjectsvariable for the materials
(organizedor random) and a two-level within-subjectspracticevariable
(firstor second study-recalltrial).
To enable students to write Method sections about
ContentInformation.
these experiments, we provided them with sufficient detailed content
information.We could not provide the informationin connected prose,
however, without obscuring the students' own decisions about what
to say and how to say it. Therefore, we produced brief, video-taped
"documentaries"that explained and dramatizedthe events of the experiments. The documentarieswere similar to the kinds of in-class simulations of experiments that are used to teach students about various
researchmethods.
We also provided a fact sheet, relieving students of having to memorize the details of the experimentwhile watching the videotape. Like the
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videotape, the fact sheet included irrelevantas well as relevant information- some facts that belonged in the Method section, some that belonged in other sections of an experimental report (e.g., results or
hypotheses), and some that were inappropriatealtogether (e.g., trivial
details such as the name of the store where the paper was purchasedor
that a coin-toss was used to randomly assign subjectsto conditions).We
randomly ordered the items on the fact sheets. We also gave students
other materialsto help them understandtheir experiment.For example,
students assigned to write about the Washingstudy were given the passage in both its titled and untitled versions. Students writing about the
Hierarchystudy received the plant and mineral tree structuresin both
organized and random forms.
Providing this material focused the writing task on the processes of
selecting, arranging,and expressing information,ratherthan on retrieving information from memory or generating new ideas. This focus
seemed most appropriatefor students who are still learning the necessary concepts and strategiesfor designing their own experiments.
WritingModels.To provide all participantswith roughly the same information, we used texts about one topic as models for the other. That is,
participantswho wrote about the Washingstudy saw models that were
about the Hierarchystudy; participantswho wrote about the Hierarchy
study saw models about the Washingstudy.
Each participant received three models, but some participants got
three good models while others got one good, one intermediate,and one
poor model. We thereforeneeded a total of five models for each topic. To
create naturalisticvariations in quality,we based the models on experimental reports written by students in previous semesters of Psychology
201, selecting papers that had received high, intermediate,and low scores
for the Method section. We used these papers as "templates"for our
models, closely matching their content, sentence structure,organization,
and style. We wrote two versions of each model, one describing the
Washingstudy, the other the Hierarchystudy. Appendix A includes one
of the A models, the B model, and the C model for the Hierarchytopic.
The A models were all competent student papers, displaying a clear
understandingof the design of the experiment and the purpose of each
part of the Method section. While each of the A models conveys the gist
of the experiment,they differ in amount of explanationand formalityof
the writing. Eachone contains a few flaws, such as missing or misplaced
information. The B model displays good control of sectioning; even
though it lacks explicitly labeled subsections, it is organized into fairly
coherent paragraphs corresponding to subjects, materials, design and
procedure.It describes the design of the experimentless clearly than the
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A models, omitting more of the necessary details and including a good
deal of unnecessary detail (e.g., where subjects sat in the room). The C
model has several serious deficiencies, including informationappearing
in the wrong section, uneven and inappropriate level of detail (both
insufficientand excessive detail), and some mechanicaland stylistic infelicities. A detailed analysis of the content of all ten models will be presented below (Table2).
Design and Data Analysis

Participantswere randomly assigned to a topic, Washing or Hierarchy,
and to a model condition- either to a No-Model control group (N = 22)
or to 1 of 4 Models groups (N = 73) as summarized in Table 1. The 4
Models groups represented a 2 x 2 factorial design which varied the
quality of the models (AAA or ABC) and their labeling with a grade
(Labeledor Unlabeled). In the AAA group, participantssaw the 3 good
models;participantsin the ABCgroup saw 1 good model, 1 intermediate
model, and 1 poor model. The three A models were interchanged in
the ABC sets so that each appeared equally often. Half of each group
saw models labeled with letter grades (A, B, or C), and half saw them
unlabeled.
With 4 model conditions and 1 control condition, the design of the
study is not completely orthogonal. We structuredthe analyses of variance (ANOVAs)to treatModel and No Model as levels of a Presentation
factor,with Quality (AAA and ABC) and Label (Labeledand Unlabeled)
Table1
ExperimentalDesign with Number of SubjectsPer Condition and
Mean Final Grade in Psychology 201*
MODELS

NO MODELS
Labeled

Washing Topic
11
N
834
Grade
Hierarchy Topic
11
N
859
Grade
*Max.grade = 1000,not significantat p = .05.

Unlabeled

AAA

ABC

AAA

ABC

10
862

9
776

9
823

10
816

9
829

9
837

9
847

8
879
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crossed within the model level. These factors were all between group.
The ANOVAs tested for differencesbetween the No Models group and
the combined Models groups. They also tested for main effects and interactions of Quality and Labelwithin the Models group. T-testscompared
individual Models groups to each other (where significant interactions
were found in the main analysis) and to the No-Models group. By crossing Topic (Washingand Hierarchy)with Presentation(No Models and
Models), we also tested for topic effects.
Finally,we factored the students' final grades in Psychology 201 into
our analyses. Students in this course are graded on a point system with a
maximumof 1000points. Wefound the median grade for our participants
(855 on a 1000-pointscale) and assigned students above the median to
a high grade group (N = 47) and students at or below the median to
the low grade group (N = 48). In the results reported below, we used
these groupings to examine whether models had the same effect for
students of high and low proficiency in psychology. We also used students' grades to check the reliability of our procedure for randomly
assigning participants.We conducted an analysis of variancewith grade
as the dependent measure to see if students in differenttreatmentconditions were roughly equivalent in proficiency;no significant differences
were found (Table1).
Procedure

All participants had the same task: to write a Method section for an
experiment. Participantsin the Models groups began by reviewing the
writing models. Wetold the participantsthat the models might help them
write their own Method sections but that the models were not perfect
guidelines because they described a different experiment and because
they were chosen at randomfrom papers writtenby previous Psychology
201 students. The students could keep the models and referto them while
writing. All participants(controland models groups) then reviewed the
fact sheets and materials for their topic. They were told that the fact
sheets contained both relevant and irrelevant details listed in random
order.Participantsthen watched the videotape;they were allowed to take
notes. At that point, they were given an hour to write their Method
section. We encouraged participantsto use whatever composing process
they preferred:outlining, multiple drafts, and so on. All participants
finished within the allotted time.
Priorto analysis, the students' texts were typed to eliminatehandwriting and neatness effects. The students' texts were then rated holistically
and analyzed for specific content, with the goal of tracing the effect of
models on students' selection and arrangementof information.
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Holistic Assessment of Student Texts

As one measure of overall quality, the texts were assessed holistically.
Four graduate teaching assistants from Psychology 201 independently
rated each student text on four qualitative scales: inclusion of relevant
information,exclusion of irrelevant information, organization into sections, and elaboration.Apart from elaboration,all were 5-point Likertscales (with 1 representing poor performance and 5 excellence). The
elaborationscale had 9 points, 1 representingtoo little detail, 9 too much
detail, and 5 excellence). We have averaged the scores of the four raters
in the analyses presented hereafter.The scores of all the raterspositively
correlated,but overall agreementproved relativelylow using Cronbach's
alpha (relevantcontent, 0.49;irrelevantcontent, 0.52; organization,0.76;
elaboration,0.57). While the low correlationsare disappointing, they do
not invalidate further analysis. Because the scores are combined, they
representa lower bound to the true reliabilityof the total set of ratings
(Bohrnstedt,1983).The ANOVAsprovide an additional (typicallyconservative) test of the trustworthinessof the ratings. Lower inter-raterreliabilities would tend to obscure "real"differencesbetween the variables
(i.e., producing Type II errors), rather than producing spurious differences (TypeI errors).
Analysis of the Content of Student Texts

To assess the content of the students' texts and the possible influence of
the models on content, we needed a more sensitive measure than holistic
scoring. We wanted to determine what information students had included, assess how much of it was appropriate,and trace whether the
models influenced the selection and arrangementof information.Rather
than attempting to account for everything in the students' texts, we
scored the texts for the presence of a set of propositions- in particular,
those ideas that we had presented to the students as background for
writing their texts.1
Tocaptureas much as possible of the informationwe had presented to
the students, we createda list of propositions for each topic drawn from
the fact sheets, the models, and the transcriptsof the videotapes. The
resulting 86 propositions for the hierarchytopic are presented in Appendix B under the section headings Subjects,Materials,Design, and Procedure. (Thepropositionlist for the Washingtopic included 81 very similar
items.) The propositions in each section include both relevant and irrelevant details. For example, the Subjectssection draws from the fact sheet
irrelevantdetails about the subjects'professors and places of residence,
as well as important details like the number of subjects, their student
status, and their native language. Some propositions appear under more
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than one heading. For example, the low-quality C Model includes some
reference to the fact that subjects "were sent to different parts of the
room"in its Subjectssection, while the Al model and the B model include
this reference in the Procedure section. The proposition is accordingly
listed under both sections.
Two independent raters scored the students' texts for the presence or
absence of the propositions (1 = present, 0.5 = partial credit, 0 = absent).
Texts were scored section-by-section,checking whether or not the student's text contained the propositions listed for that section. A proposition was scored as "present"if the text explicitly conveyed the idea,
regardless of whether it was expressed in one connected sentence or in
phrases. High levels of agreement between the raters were obtained:
Subjectsat 0.96; Materialsat 0.96; Design at 0.95; and Procedureat 0.89
using Cronbach'salpha.
As described in more detail below, we categorizedeach propositionin
two ways: context and relevance. The contextdimensionreflects which
models (if any) included a given proposition. The relevancedimension
reflects whether experienced psychologists judged a proposition important to include in that section. The relevance and context categorizations
are alternative ways of characterizingthe propositions available in this
experimentalsetting.These categoriespermitinvestigationof some factors
that might have influenced students to include certainfacts in their texts.
PropositionalContext.This analysis investigated whether propositions
that had appeared in the models were more likely to show up in the
Models groups' texts than in the controlgroup's texts. Further,we sought
to determinewhether propositionsthat had appearedin the good models
were more likely to be included in student texts than those from the poor
models.
First,we scored the models themselves for the presence or absence of
each proposition. By examining which propositions occurred in which
models, we identified sets of propositions in four contexts:1) those that
occurredacross quality levels, that is, in the A models as well as the B or
C models;22) those that occurredonly in A models; 3) those that occurred
only in the B or C models; and 4) those that appeared in none of the
models. Appendix B indicates the context category of each proposition.
For each student, we then calculated the average score for the propositions in each context category.It is useful to think of these scores as the
probabilitythat a proposition from that category would be included in
the students' text. For example, a score of .90 in the A's Only category
would indicate that the propositions in that category were very likely to
be included, while a score of .10 would mean that each proposition had
only a small chance of inclusion.
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The context measure can be considered a measure of the obviousness
of the propositions (and whether seeing them in the models made them
even more obvious or plausible). All the students- even those in the
controlgroup- were exposed to the ideas in all four categoriesby watching the videotape and seeing the materials.All students also learned in a
general way in their introductorypsychology class what kinds of information to include in each part of the Method section. Clearly, some
propositions were very obvious, and likely to occur to any student, as
necessary to include. For example, virtually every student included the
number of participantsin the Subjectssection. Other propositions may
have seemed just as obviously inappropriateto include in a particular
section, such as including the fact that students were sent to different
parts of the room in the Subjectssection.
Because the control group did not see any of the models, their scores
representin some sense the baseline obviousness or salienceof the propositions- that is, the likelihood that a student would have decided to
include a proposition on the basis of the materialwe presented, without
seeing any models. In the analyses to be presented,we reportthe average
scores for each context category.The control group's scores, therefore,
indicate the average salience of the propositions in that context. The
scores for students in the various model conditions reflect possible
changes in salience due to seeing propositions in different models.
Higher scores in these analyses do not represent "better"performance
because the contextcategoriesinclude unpredictablemixturesof relevant
and irrelevant propositions. Rather, the important consideration is
the comparisonbetween the scores for the control group and the Models group- that is, whether seeing the models changed the probability
that those propositions would be included relative to the baseline established by the control group. Comparisons among the Models groups
are also useful. Comparing the probabilities in the A's Only and the
BC Only categories,for example, indicates whether students were influenced more by the higher quality models than by the poorer quality
models.
RelevanceJudgments.This analysis sought to investigate whether models
helped students include more relevant informationthan the no-models
controlgroup, and if so, what kinds of models had the greatesteffect.We
asked four experiencedexperimentalpsychologists to rate each proposition on a 5-point scale (5 = essential, 4 = relevant, 3 = unnecessary,2 =
extraneous,and 1 = misplaced).The level of agreementwas high overall
and for each section (overall agreement, 0.85; Subjects,0.69; Materials,
0.97; Design, 0.82; and Procedure,0.81 using Cronbach'salpha). Summing the four ratings produced a rankingof propositions, ranging from
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a possible score of 20 to a low of 4. On the basis of these scores,we created
three ratherconservative relevance categories:essential/relevant (16-20
points), unnecessary (12-15 points), and extraneous/misplaced (4-11
points). Appendix C indicates the resulting relevance category for each
proposition.
For each student text, we counted the number of essential, unnecessary, and extraneous propositions. For example, the following excerpt
from a student in the ABC group contains many of the essential propositions, but omits exactly what the subjectswere told the study would be
about and how subjects were debriefed. It also contains some propositions categorized as unnecessary and extraneous, such as the facts that
subjectswere sent to differentparts of the room and that the randomization was achieved by flipping a coin.
Procedure
To begin, the subjectswere asked to read and sign consent forms from the
Office for Protectionof Human Subjects.To randomly assign the subjects
to each presentationcondition,2 subjectswere paired together.A coin was
then flipped to designate the presentationcondition for each. This procedure was repeated for all 25 groups of 2 until 25 subjectswere assigned to
each presentationcondition.The 2 groups were then put on differentsides
of the room. The materialsfor both groups were passed out and general
instructions about the experiment were given. The testing was ready to
begin.
Subjects were instructed to turn over their top sheet and study the
passage. Cond. A subjectshad a titled passage cond. B sub. did not. After2
minutes of study, subjectshad 3 minutes to write down all of the complete
ideas they could rememberfrom the passage on the back of their paper.
They then were instructedto turn over the 2nd sheet of paper and again
study the passage for a two minute time period. After the time limit
expired, subjectswere again asked to write down with in 3 minutes all of
the complete ideas they could recall. Upon completion, the testing was
complete.

The scores for essential, unnecessary, and extraneous propositions
do not account for everything the students wrote. The score for essential
propositions is a fairly good measure of whether students accurately
conveyed the gist. However, the unnecessary and extraneouscategories
are obviously not exhaustive- the set of all possible intrusions is unbounded. For example, in the excerpt above, the sentences describing
the testing as "readyto begin" and then as "complete"are not accounted
for in any way. The scores in these categories also do not account for
redundancy, wordiness, and misplacement of relevant items from
one section in another (except where this explicitly occurredin the models). Therefore, the unnecessary and extraneous scores underestimate
the numberof intrusions.What they do representis the students' suscep-
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Table 2
Proportion of Available Propositions in Models by
Relevance Category and Topic
Al
RELEVANCE
Essential
Washing
Hierarchy
Unnecessary
Washing
Hierarchy
Extraneous
Washing
Hierarchy
Words
Washing
Hierarchy

A2

MODELS
A3
Totalin
As

B

C

.67
.72

.58
.61

.67
.63

.88
.87

.47
.29

.44
.40

.21
.21

.29
.29

.36
.36

.57
57

.64
.64

.29
.32

.06
.12

.15
.12

.15
.15

.24
.35

.03
.06

.21
.29

270.0
388.0

259.0
361.0

339.0
459.0

283.0
336.0

227.0
323.0

tibility to the specific "red herrings"included in the models and other
materials.
We used the same categoriesto assess the content of the models themselves, scoring the models for the presenceor absenceof the propositions
in each category. Table 2 presents the results for the 10 models, 3 A
models, 1 B, and 1 C with a close variant for each topic. This analysis
indicatesthat effortsto vary the quality of the models appear reasonably
successful.The A models are very similarto each other in the numberand
kinds of propositionsthey contain.EachA model containsmore essential
propositions than do the B and C models. Because the A models share
some propositionsbut not others, the table also shows how many propositions appear in at least one A model. This indicates that the students
who saw all three A models were actually exposed to nearly 90%of the
total essential propositions. The B models contain a high proportion of
unnecessarypropositions,and the C models, the most extraneouspropositions. However, the B and C models do not differ much in the proportion of essential propositions. Like most good student papers, the A
models are not ideal in terms of propositional content; no paper contained all of the essential propositions and each contained a fair number
of unnecessaryand extraneouspropositions.
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Results
Holistic Ratings

Of the four holistic scales, only the organizationscale revealed significant
overall differences between the Models Group and No-Models group.
Students in the Models group received higher scores than students without models [Models = 4.1, Control= 3.7, F(l, 80) = 6.4, p < .01].This result
may reflect better organization of sentences within sections as well as
inclusion of informationin the appropriatesection. The holistic ratings
were not affected by the variations in the quality and labeling of the
models. The holistic rating scales did registerdifferencesin the students'
proficiencyin psychology. Students with higher final grades in Psychology 201 received significantly higher ratings (p < .05) on inclusion of
relevant information,exclusion of irrelevantinformation,and organization, and marginallyhigher ratingson elaboration(p < .10) than students
with low final grades. This suggests that the scales proved to be fairly
sensitive despite relatively low interraterreliabilities.
PropositionalContext

This analysis investigated whether students were more likely to include
a proposition in their texts if they had seen it in a model. It also investigated whether students treated propositions that had appeared in the A
models differently from those in the B and C models. Propositions occurredin four contexts:in the A models as well as the B or C models;only
in the A models; only in the B or C models; and in none of the models.
The data represent the averageprobabilitythat the propositions in these
contexts were included in a student's text. The first question to be addressed is whether the models changed the likelihood that a proposition
would be included relative to the control group.
Overall Comparisonsof the Models and No-Models Groups. Table 3 presents

the average probabilitythat propositions in the four context categories
appeared in a student's text, comparing the control and Models groups.
Overall,seeing models increasedthe probabilitythat propositionswould
be included [No Models, .36, Models, .43, F(l, 91) = 13.4,p < .01].3
Seeing propositions in the models increased their likelihood of inclusion (as compared to the control group)- no matter whether the propositions appeared in high or low quality models. The effect is significant
for the All-Models context [F(l, 86) = 15.3,p < .01], for the A's-only context [F(l, 86) = 10.3, p < .01], and for the BC-only context [F(l, 86) = 6.4,
p < .05]. In contrast,propositions that did not occur in any models (No
Models context) had just the same likelihood of appearingin the Models
group's texts as in the control group's texts. In other words, seeing a
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Table3
Inclusion Probability(SDs) for Propositionsin DifferentContexts in
Student Papers ProducedWith and WithoutModels
NO MODELS

MODELS

Difference

CONTEXT
All Models
A Models Only
BC Models Only
No Models
Marginals

.46
(.20)
.42
(.23)
.31
(.16)
.24
(.12)
.36

57
(.21)
57
(.25)
.38
(.11)
.21
(.09)
A3

.11
.15
.07
-.03

proposition in any of the models encouraged students to include that
proposition in their texts: Inclusion in a model made that proposition
more salient or more plausible than it would have been otherwise. Omitting a proposition from the models left its salience unchanged from the
baseline.
As the last column in Table3 suggests, the quality of the context also
had an effect.The biggest differencesbetween the Models group and the
control group occur in the A's-only and All-Model contexts, with differences of 15 and 11 percentagepoints respectively.The size of the difference diminishes by half in the BC-onlycontext (.07),and it disappears in
the No-Model context (-.03). This decline is reflected in a significant
context-by-presentationinteraction [F(3,273)= 6.7, p < .01];the contrast
between the mean difference for the A's-only context (.15) and the BConly context (.07) was significant [f(273)= 2.1, p < .05]. This suggests that
the Models group preferred to import propositions from the A's-only
context as compared to the B and C models. These students may have
recognized the quality of the models and discounted the importanceof
propositionsincluded only in lower quality models.
Finally,the overall tendency for models to increase the inclusion of
propositionswas affectedby the assignment of topic (Washingor Hierarchy), with a significant topic-by-presentationinteraction,F(l, 91) = 9.1,
p < .01. For the Models group, the average likelihood that a proposition
would be included was .43, and this probabilitywas the same for both
topics. Forthe controlgroup, the overall probabilityfor the Washingtopic
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is the same as these, .42, but for the Hierarchytopic, it drops to .30. This
result is consistentwith findings to be presentedbelow that the Hierarchy
topic was more difficultthan the Washingtopic and that the controlgroup
found less to say on this topic. These results also suggest that seeing the
models compensatedfor the greaterdifficultyof the Hierarchytopic.
Effectsof Quality and Labeling.Table 4 breaks out the inclusion probabilities for each of the four Models groups. Varying the quality of the
models (AAA or ABC) in effect varied the students' opportunitiesto see
propositions in the differentcontexts.
Students in all four Models groups had a good opportunity to see
propositionsthat appearedin the All-Modelscontext- for students in the
AAA group, these propositionsappearedin at least 2 of the A models;for
students in the ABC group, they appeared in 1 A model and in at least 1
of the B or C models. Not surprisingly,the inclusion probabilitiesfor the
All-Models context are the same across the four Models groups.
Propositions in the A's-only context were much more likely to be
noticed by students in the AAA group than in the ABC group. The AAA
group saw all 3 A models, and these propositions each appeared in at
least 2 of them. The ABC group saw these propositions in at most 1
model- their A model. As might be expected, then, students in the
AAA group were significantly more likely to include propositions
from the A's-only context than were students in the ABC group [AAA
= .64, ABC= .51,F(l, 86) = 7.8, p < .01].In fact,only the probabilityfor the
Table4
Inclusion Probability(SDs) for Propositionsin DifferentContexts in
TextsProducedin Four Model Conditions
MODELS
Unlabeled

Labeled
AAA

ABC

AAA

ABC

CONTEXT
All Models
A Models Only
BC Models Only
No Models

.59
(.22)
.68
(.22)
.36
(.12)
.23
(.12)

.57
(.23)
.50
(.26)
.41
(.09)
.24
(.09)

.60
(.18)
.59
(.23)
.33
(.09)
.18
(.05)

.52
(.20)
.52
(.25)
.42
(.14)
.18
(.09)
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AAA group was significantly higher than the probabilityfor the control
group [AAA = .64, Control= .42, t(57) = 3.8, p < .01]. For the ABC group,
the probabilities are in this direction but the difference did not reach
significance[ABC= .51, Control= .42, p = .12).
Conversely, students in the ABC group were the only ones who
saw the propositionsin the B and C models. The ABC group was significantly more likely to include these propositions than the AAA
group (ABC = .41, AAA = .35, F(l, 86) = 7.6, p < .01]. The ABC group
was also likelier to include these propositions than the control group
[ABC= .41, Control = .32, t(56) = 2.6, p < .05], while there was no difference in the probabilities for the AAA group (.35) and the control
group (.32).
Becauseby definition the models did not contain any propositions in
the No-Models context, we might expect these propositions to remain at
baseline salience and to appear equally often in the texts of the AAA
group as the ABC group. And as expected, we found no differences
between these groups. However, students who saw unlabeled models
were less likely to include these propositions than students who saw
labeled models [Unlabeled= .18, Labeled= .24,F(l, 86) = 6.4, p < .05] and
less likely than the control group [Unlabeled = .18, Control = .24, t(56)
= 2.1, p < .05].The students who saw unlabeled models may have judged
that if a proposition had not appeared in any of the models, it was
probably safest to leave it out. It is not clear why students who saw
labeled models did not reactthe same way.
For these analyses we found no other systematic effects of labeling
the models. Labels might have been expected to have some effect on
the inclusion of propositions in the BC-only context. If students were
taking the quality of the models into account, then one might expect
labels to accentuate the effect by making their task of choosing from
better models easier. However, students in the ABC group were just
as likely to include propositions from the B and C models when the
models were labeled as when they were unlabeled.In other words, seeing
that the models had lower grades did not deter students in the
ABC group from importing some of the propositions they contained.
As noted previously,however, students preferredto import propositions
from the A's Only and All-Models contexts. These results suggest
that students were able to judge the relative quality of the models without the labels.
Summaryof Context Analysis

The results so far suggest that seeing a proposition in a model increased
the chances that students would include it in their texts over the baseline
probabilityset by the control group. In contrast,propositions that were
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omitted from the models were equally likely to show up in the texts of
the Models group as of the control group. This suggests that the effect of
models is to heighten the salience or plausibility of the propositionsthey
contain and not simply to encourage an all-out knowledge dump by
students of every piece of informationthat comes to mind.
The increased likelihood of inclusion (as compared to the control
group) depended in part on which models contained the propositions.
Students more often included propositions that had appeared in A-only
models or that had appeared in A's as well as lower quality models.
Students were less likely to include propositions that appeared only in
the B and C models. One interpretationof these results is that students
selectively chose propositionsthat they saw in good models, even if these
also showed up in the lower quality models. They may have decided that
informationthat is really criticalis likely to show up everywhere, across
variationsin A models and across quality levels.
Anotherpossibility is that the models may have given students greater
exposure to the propositions. Repeated appearancesof a proposition in
the A models, or across the A, B, and C models, may simply have raised
the chances that students noticed the propositionor consideredit plausible. In this interpretation,even propositions in the B and C models are
strongercandidates for inclusion:The effect is smaller for these propositions simply because they are repeated less often and because fewer
students had the opportunity to see them. To pursue the possibility that
the source of these effects is simply exposure (how often they were
repeatedin the models), we recategorizedthe propositionsby how many
models they appeared in (from 1 to 5 models) and repeated the analysis.
The results are presented in Table5.
These data reproduce the general finding reported above of significantly higher inclusion of propositions in the Models group than the
control group [F(l, 91) = 7.1, p < .01]. Seeing a proposition in the models
encouraged students to include that proposition in their texts. The likelihood of inclusion significantly increased as the number of repetitions
increased [F(4,364) = 454.6, p < .01]. More importantly,however, the increases at each repetition were the same for the control group as for the
Models group;no repetition-by-presentationinteractionwas found. This
means that the increasein inclusion cannot be explained by simple exposure. Regardlessof how often the propositions were repeated across the
models, the controlgroup was exposed to them only in the videotape and
the factsheet.Despite the fact that the control group had such low exposure to the propositions,they were still likely to include the propositions
that had been repeated more often than others in the models.
The effect of repetitionshown in Table5 probablyemerged because the
most obvious facts were likely to show up in several models, but stray
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Table5
InclusionProbability(SDs) for PropositionsRepeatedin
DifferentNumbers of Models
NO MODELS

MODELS

Difference

REPETITION
One Model
Two Models
Three Models
Four Models
Five Models
Marginals

.14
(.10)
.28
(.12)
.52
(.16)
.52
(.17)
.78
(.14)
.44

.17
(.11)
.32
(.13)
.59
(.15)
.61
(.20)
.88
(.16)
.51

.03
.04
.07
.09
.10

facts appearedin only one or two models. Eachwriter may include a few
odd extraneousfacts, but these inclusions generally vary across populations. Similarly,each writermay forget a random,importantfact.Because
we did not systematically manipulate the placement of propositions of
differenttypes in the models, repetition in our materialsis confounded
with plausibility.Propositionsappearingin differentcontexts had different baseline saliences. For example, as shown in Table 3, the average
baseline probabilityin the No-Models context (.24)was much lower than
in the all-models context (.46).While all categoriesincluded a mixtureof
relevant and irrelevant propositions, some categories clearly ended up
with more relevant information. For these reasons, the differences between the control and the Models groups are more meaningful than the
absolutesizes of the inclusion probabilities.These differencessupport the
hypothesis that students were sensitive to the context in which a proposition appeared- that they included certain propositions because they
had appeared in higher quality models. Differencesin baseline salience
and repetitionmay yet play some role in the effects reportedhere. More
researchis needed to shed light on these alternatives.
Inclusion of Relevant Propositions

The context analysis suggests that students who see models are more
likely to include propositions from those models in their texts. The purpose of the next analysis is to investigate what kinds of propositions
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students include. Are students who see models more successful at including relevant, and omitting irrelevant, information than the control group?
In contrast to the previous analyses, the absolute scores in these analyses
are meaningful. Ideally, all students will include a high proportion of the
essential information and low proportions of the unnecessary and extraneous information. We will again begin by comparing the control group
to the Models group overall and will then discuss the effects of quality
and labeling within the models group.
Overall Comparisonsof the Models and No-Models Groups. Table 6 presents
the average proportion of essential, unnecessary, and extraneous propositions included in the texts of students in the No-Models and Models
groups. The results for the Washing and Hierarchy topics are presented
separately because topic interacted with most of these measures.4 We
therefore conducted separate ANOVAs for each topic.

Table 6
Proportion of Propositions (SDs) by Relevance Category and Topic in
Student Papers Produced With and Without Models
NO MODELS

MODELS

RELEVANCE
Essential
Washing
Hierarchy
Unnecessary
Washing
Hierarchy
Extraneous
Washing
Hierarchy
Total Words
Washing
Hierarchy

.67
(.08)
.45
(.14)

.60
(.14)
.56
(.11)

.28
(.12)
.19
(.13)

.31
(.14)
.36
(.15)

.11
(.05)
.11
(.06)

.11
(.06)
.15
(.10)

334.6
(52.3)
304.5
(68.4)

306.4
(79.2)
350.2
(90.3)
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For the Washing topic, the control and Models groups included the
same proportions of all three kinds of propositions. For the Hierarchy
topic, however, the Models group included significantly more essential
and more unnecessary propositions than the control group, [essential
propositions, F(l, 80) = 10.3, p < .01; unnecessary propositions, F(l, 80)
= 10.9, p < .01]. The apparentincreases for extraneous propositions and
total words for the models group did not reach significance (p < .20 for
both analyses). Overall, these results suggest that models encouraged
students to include more topical information,at least for the Hierarchy
topic. Propositionsin the unnecessary category were likely to be at the
wrong level of detail but were at least judged as topical for the section.
But the models apparently did not help students discriminatebetween
the essential and unnecessarydetails.
Why did the effect of models emerge only for the Hierarchytopic? As
suggested previously,the Washingtopic appears to have been an easier
topic than the Hierarchytopic. Table6 indicates that, even without models, students were able to include almost two-thirds of the essential
propositions for the Washing topic. But students apparently had more
difficulty describing the Hierarchy experiment. The control group included less than half of the essential propositions,a significantdrop from
their counterparts writing on the Washing topic [t(20) = 4.2, p < .01].
Having models availableseems to have compensatedfor the difficultyof
the Hierarchytopic: The Models group's performancedid not decline.
The apparentdecreasein the Models group's essential propositionsfrom
.60 on the Washingtopic to .56 on the Hierarchytopic is not statistically
significant.In short, students in the Models group were at least as fluent
on the more difficult Hierarchytopic as on the Washingtopic, including
the same proportionsof essential propositions and unnecessarypropositions. In contrast,the amount of informationthat the control group included dropped off for the Hierarchytopic.
Effectsof QualityandLabeling.The quality of the models, whether students
saw 3 A models or an A, a B, and a C, did not influence how much
relevant or irrelevant information they included. The labeling of the
models also failed to produce systematic effects. Students who saw labeled models used more total words than those who saw unlabeled
models [Labeled,344.3,Unlabeled, 312.2,F(l, 80) = 4.4, p < .05].
Proficiencyin Psychology.The students' proficiency in psychology had
significant effects on their ability to select essential information.Across
both topics and all conditions, students with higher course grades included significantly more essential propositions than did students with
lower grades [high = .61; low = .54, F(l, 80) = 9.2, p < .01]. However,
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students with high grades included about the same proportionsof unnecessary and extraneous propositions as students with low grades. Students with high and low grades also used about the same number of
words.
Effects of Topicand Writing Situation. Several aspects of the results so far

have indicated that the usefulness of a model depends on the difficulty
of the topic and the circumstancesof the writing situation. These implications emerge again if we consider the general level of performanceof
students in this study in relation to the standard set by the models.
Comparing Tables 2 and 6 reveals that the average student's text was
roughly as good as one of the A models, even in the No-Models control
group. Each A model includes about 65%of the essential propositions.
For the Washingtopic, the average student in our study included about
the same proportion- a surprisinglyhigh level of performance.But students writing on the Hierarchytopic included far fewer essentials than
any one of the A models. The control group included an average of 45%
of the essentials, about the same proportionas the B and C models. The
models group included 56%of the essentials, placing them between the
A and B models. Note also that for both topics, the controlgroup successfully avoided unnecessary and extraneous propositions- their average
proportionsfor both topics are comparableto an A model. Although the
models group included more unnecessary propositions than the control
group, their average proportionsalso remain in the A range. These comparisonsprovide more evidence that the Hierarchytopic was harderthan
the Washingtopic and that the Washingtopic was too easy.
It is possible the A models themselves did not set a sufficiently high
standard- including too few essentials and too many intrusions. It is
certainly conceivable that the A models legitimized the inclusion of the
unnecessary and extraneous propositions they contained, as well as the
omission of some essential facts. An interesting question for future research is whether we would have achieved greater benefits from a less
naturalistic"super-model"that included all the essentials and no unnecessary or extraneous propositions. However, it is important to keep in
mind that the models we used representedthe range of performanceof
students writing Method sections in previous semesters,where the average grade was certainlynot an A. As a set, the three A models contained
nearly .90 of the essential propositions- a ceiling well above the performance of any students, even those who saw all threeA models labeled with
their grades.
It is more likely that the conditions under which students wrote their
texts made the task easier than normal. In particular,the videotape,
experimentalmaterials,and fact sheets may have given students every-
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thing they needed to performwell. In fact,the opportunityto select items
from a fact sheet that contained blatantly irrelevant details may have
alerted students to be more vigilant in excluding irrelevancies.(Students
in both groups frequentlychecked off or crossed out items on their fact
sheets.) The Washing topic was sufficiently straightforwardthat, under
these conditions, the average student could describe it adequately. In
contrast,the Hierarchytopic was more complex, particularlyin the description of the materialsand what was done with them. The fact sheet
and materialswere not sufficientto help students describethe study fully
and accurately.Many students were unsure what "taxonomic hierarchies"meant and attempted to describe the tree-structuresin convoluted
ways. Further,they frequently confused the two tree structures (plants
and minerals) with the two recall trials, assuming incorrectlythat only
one tree structure was used for each trial. Many students who found
these points confusing glossed over them and left out details;others who
attemptedto include them made mistakes.Students in the Models group
were more successful at including essential propositions on this topicperhaps because seeing the essential details expressed in the models
reinforcedtheir salience or perhaps because the models helped students
find ways to express the details accurately.
Conclusions
This study investigated whether and how seeing textual models affects
students' efforts to write in a genre. The study sought to determine
whether students who saw models produced texts that systematically
differed- for better or for worse- from those written by students who
worked without models. It also sought to investigate whether the quality
of the models and students' knowledge of theirjudged quality influenced
how much students would rely on the models. Would students benefit
more from seeing several high quality models or from seeing a range of
quality levels? Wouldlabeling the models lead students to follow "good"
models uncritically?Takenas a whole, the results indicatethat models do
not have automaticbenefits for the writing process. Likewise, they begin
to reveal why models have produced mixed results in previous studies
and in classroompractice.But the results also point to some hypotheses
about what aspects of a writer's performance may be influenced by
models.
The results presented here suggest that models do influence the content and organizationof students' texts. Reading models seems to have
reminded writers of concepts that they otherwise would not have included in their texts. Seeing a related or analogous concept in a model
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may increase the salience or "activationlevel" of associated concepts in
the writer's memory.When writers use models only as a source of memory retrievalcues, however, they may also retrieveitems that are associatively related to concepts in the model but that are irrelevantto the task
at hand. We saw evidence of this in the increasednumberof unnecessary
propositionsincluded in the models; we might also expect to see idiosyncratic intrusions for individual students. Similarly,reading models may
also have reminded students of genre-specificstructuralpatterns at the
sentence level, paragraph level, or higher discourse levels, thereby increasing the likelihood that the writer used these patternswhile writing.
Kucer(1986)reviews researchthat reading influences a writer's selection
of syntax and other text structures,even when the goal is not explicitly to
imitate the text that was read. Our finding that the Models groups' texts
rated higher for organizationis consistentwith this hypothesis, but more
fine-grainedanalysis of students' texts is needed.
While models influenced students' selection and arrangementof information, varying the quality and labeling the models did not produce
systematic effects. The context analysis indicated that students would
ratherimport propositions that they had seen in the A models than use
those that appeared in the B and C models only. If students had adopted
a deliberatestrategy of choosing propositions from the best models, then
we might expect that labeling the models with grades would help them
include more informationfrom the good models than from the poor ones.
However, we found no effects for labeling. In particular,students in the
Models group were just as likely to include propositions from the B and
C models when the models were labeled as when they were unlabeled.
Labelingthe models also did not help students distinguish relevantfrom
irrelevant information. That is, we found no systematic evidence that
students who saw labeled models included more essential informationor
less extraneous information than students with unlabeled models. This
may simply mean that students did not need the labels- that they were
able to judge for themselves the relative quality of the models.
We also found no overall advantage to providing three good models
as compared to models representinggood, moderate, and poor quality
levels. We had hypothesized that seeing three good models might help
students derive a fuller range of acceptable variation than they could
from any one good model. In contrast,the opportunityto comparegood,
moderate, and poor models might help students identify the effective
aspects of the models and avoid the mistakes. Our results may mean, in
essence, that both combinations of models produce the same effects.
Students in the AAA group may have inferred approximately what it
took to performat the A level, generalizing from their three models. And
students in the ABCgroup may have done equally well by following their
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A model and comparingit to the B and C models. However, the possible
advantages of one combinationof models over the other may have been
obscured in this study by the nature of the task. Students did not have
much difficultyexcluding most of the unnecessaryand extraneousinformation presented to them, even in the control group.
The lack of systematic differences between the AAA group and the
ABC group does not mean that students ignored the quality of the models. As we have seen, students were less likely to include propositions
that appeared only in the B and C models than to include those that
appeared in the A models. A simple exposure hypothesis is inconsistent
with these results. An exposure hypothesis would assume that students
simply imported propositions that they saw repeated most frequentlyin
the models. Repeated appearancesof a proposition in the models might
provide extra retrieval cues or strengthen the salience or plausibility of
the proposition. This interpretationis inconsistent with the results in
Table 5, showing that the increased likelihood to include propositions
over the baselineestablishedby the controlgroup was no greater for proposi-

tions repeated in 5 models than those appearing in only 1 model. An
exposure hypothesis would also lead us to expect the AAA group to
include more essential propositions than the ABC group, because the
three A models included a higher proportionof the essentials. However,
these groups included exactly the same proportionsof essential propositions [Essential,AAA = .58 (.11); ABC = .58 (.14)]. Similarly,the ABC
group should have included more unnecessary and extraneous propositions than the AAA group because the B and C models contained much
higher proportions of these than did the As. Again we found no such
effects [Unnecessary, AAA = .33 (.15); ABC = .34 (.13). Extraneous,
AAA = .12 (.07);ABC = .13 (.09)].Students did not appear to follow these
models slavishly: They seemed to take into account both the quality of
the model and the nature of the propositions.
This study provided no specific instructionto students on how to use
a model. Wehoped to discover how much students could achieve on their
own using various kinds of models. We hoped as well to identify
the kinds of problems that might requireadditional intervention.Choosing models to provide to students becomes an easier task if students
can indeed judge models without external cues to their quality and
can avoid extraneousinformationin the models. Instructorswho wish to
use student texts may feel more comfortableusing texts that illustrate
some aspects of the genre adequately,but that are flawed in other respects. Furtherresearchis needed to explore how well students can judge
model texts, including research varying the range of quality levels
more systematicallyand varying the closeness of the models to the task
situation.
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This study does not provide any direct evidence about how the students reacted to the models while reading them or how they used them
while writing. A particularly interesting question is whether students
who had the unlabeled models invested greatereffort during reading to
working out their relative quality. Studies of the role of examples in
learning other cognitive skills has shown that the majorbenefit of examples accruesto students who invest more time in analyzing them (Chi, et
al., 1989;Recker& Pirolli,1990).So it is possible that how students reason
about and apply the models is more important than the quality of the
models themselves. Wespeculate that active analysis of models may help
students in two ways.
First, active analysis of a model (even before taking on a specific
writing task) may help students constructnew textual patternsor enrich
the patterns they know. While style guides and publicationmanuals can
convey the bare-bonesoutline of a genre, such tools cannotcaptureall the
complexities of selection, expression, and arrangement- in part because
these are less fixed, varying subtly in different sub-specialties or even
among journals.Writersmay be able to infer such featuresfrom models,
but this task is difficult because, as Hillocks (1986) has pointed out, the
models are so fully elaboratedthat the schemataunderlying them may be
obscured. Presumably,writers who actively look for and contemplate
such featuresin the models they read are more likely to constructreliable
new structures.
Second, consulting models actively during the writing process may
provide the writer with a database for testing whether a candidate idea
should be included. The writer may infer that the practiceof the writer
who produced the model is typical and may include or exclude information on the basis of whether or not it shows up in the models. Such active
relevance testing may be the only way to prevent writers from including
spuriously salient concepts- such as when a student is determined to
give prominent space to an aspect of a project that happened to cost
excessive time and energy. Similarly,the writer may test the expression
of an idea by looking for a similar idea in the model and imitating
the phrasing of the model. In this case, the student may understand
the concept but may not know how to convey it as succinctlyas more experienced researchers. For example, parts of the Method section
have stylized phrasing for complex concepts, such as the description of
the experimental design. So imitating a model may help students use
more conventional language for talking about variables and levels and
measures.
To explore these possibilities, the next step in developing a pedagogical theory of modeling should be to use process-tracingmethodologies
(such as think-aloudprotocols) to investigate how students read models
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and how they use them during writing. Stolarek's(1994) study of how
faculty and students use models is a step in this direction.In this study,
participantswere asked to write in a simple invented genre that combined descriptionand narration.They were provided with various combinations of materials for learning the genre: a set of guidelines for
content and style, a model, and an explication of how the model fit the
requirements.Students wrote more successful products and reported
using more active and evaluative writing strategies when given models
in conjunction with some other instruction than when given models
alone or guidelines alone. Stolarek's results seem generally consistent
with those reported here. Because students in our study had all previously received instructionin the componentsof a Method section, none
of our conditions duplicates her Model Only condition. Our Models
group is somewhat like her combined model with guidelines group.
Additionalfine-grainedstudy of students' activitieswhile readingand
writing is needed, however. It is possible that students who adopt active
strategies for analyzing and consulting models on their own may be
successful even without interventions.For students who lack such skills,
the appropriate intervention may be instruction in such skills, using
pedagogies that demonstrateon-line reading activitiesand provide practice in using them (Greene,1993;Haas, 1993).An alternativepedagogical
strategy would be to annotate models with critical commentary or to
provide explications of a model. Stolarek'sstudy did not report distinct
advantages to providing an explicationof the model as compared to the
more general guidelines; students in her study needed at least one of
these to make sense of the model, but having both did not seem to
improve performance.One drawback of explications or critical annotations is that they can take on unwarrantedprescriptiveauthoritywhen a
wider range of options may be acceptable.Because our students clearly
did not take full advantage of the models (on average leaving out about
one-thirdof the propositionsconsideredessential),some additionalintervention is warranted.
By their nature, genres create tension between the new and the old,
between the original and the conventional, between what needs to be
explained and what can be taken for granted. But new and old can only
be distinguishedin relationto a communityand a time period. Determining what is really essential or relevant to include in an experimental
article depends on close understanding of conventional practice in the
discipline,a sub-specialty,or even a particularjournal.At any given time,
some methods and concepts will have the status of standardpractice;in
a text, they may requiremention but not much elaboration.Other practices may remain somewhat exotic, requiringmore discussion. And any
new researchstudy introduces some novelty that requires explanation
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and justification.For students, or anyone new to a discourse community,
all the concepts and practicesmay be equally new and unfamiliar.Mistaken inclusions of unnecessary detail, omissions, and use of foreign
phrasing are probably inevitable in a writer's initial attempts to fit the
genre. Model texts are a rich resourcethat may prove useful to writers in
differentways at differentstages of their development. For student writers, models may be effectivetools for learningthe more enduringconventional forms or for understanding those that apply most broadly across
the discipline. At a later stage, models (especially those in professional
journals)may provide valuable clues to the status of knowledge in the
field. It seems likely that early experience in evaluating and drawing
from models will be of lasting value.
Authors'Note:Support for this researchcomes from a PennsylvaniaState University
Cognitive Studies grant and from a grant from the Society for TechnicalCommunication.
Earlierversionsof this paperwere presentedat the AnnualMeetingof the AmericanEducational ResearchAssociationand the Conferenceon College Compositionand Communication. We are very gratefulto LoriForlizziand KarenBartschfor theirsubstantialconceptual
and practicalcontributionsand to IanNimmo-Smithfor timelyand helpfulstatisticaladvice.

Notes
1. Accountingfor each sentenceor clause in the students'texts proved an unproductive approach due to the wide variation in writing styles among students.
Irrelevantdetails were sometimes stated in independent clauses ("The paper
products were purchased at K-Mart")and sometimes embedded in the same
clause with essential details ("Theplant and mineralhierarchieswere printedon
four separatewhite sheets of paper from K-Mart").If clauses or sentences were
to be scored as relevant or irrelevantunits, students with looser syntacticstyles
might have been judged as conveying more information,while expressing the
same basic ideas as students with tighterstyles.
2. Weused a relativelystrictprinciplefor creatingthese categories.A proposition
was counted as presentin the A's only if its averagescoreover the threeA models
was at least 0.50. Forexample, propositionsthat were scored at full credit(1.0)in
at least two A models were counted as present in the A's, as were propositions
with partial credit (.50) in all three models. Similarly,we only counted propositions as present in the B and C models if the average score over those 2 models
was .50 or more.
3. For this analysis, we used a mixed design. We treated context category as a
within-subjectsrepeated-measurefactorwith four levels (All, A's-Only,BC-Only,
and None). The between-subjectspresentationfactor was the same as that described above. After finding that context interactedwith presentationand with
topic, we ran individual ANOVAson each context category.
4. Topic-by-presentationinteractionswere significantfor essential propositions
[HI, 80) = 8.8, p < .01];unnecessarypropositionsF(l, 80) = 3.7, p = .06];and total
words, [F(l, 80) = 3.7, p = .06].The patternfor extraneouspropositionswas in the
same direction,p < .20.
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APPENDIX A: Fact Sheet for Hierarchy Topic
Hypothesis 1: Organizedcondition recall > randomizedcondition recall.
Subjects= 50 native English-speakingstudents
Subjectpool: IntroductoryPsychology classes, PSU
Hypothesis 2: 2nd trial recall> 1st trail recall.
Subjects'Psychology professors:Dr.Smith, Dr.Schwartz.
Hypothesis 3: No interactionbetween factors.
Materials:54 nouns in 2 taxonomichierarchies
Sourceof paper materials:K-Mart,State College, PA.
2 hierarchies:minerals(26 words) and plants (28 words)
Consent forms:from Office for Protectionof Human Subjects
Experimentday and time: Wednesday,7-9 p.m.
Mixed factorialdesign, 2x2
Factor1: organized vs. random word presentation,between subjects
Factor2: trial 1 vs. trial 2, within subjects
Randomizedassignment to condition
Experimentaldesign: devised by experimenters
25 subjectsassigned to each presentationcondition
Means:Trial1/Organized: 36 words
Trial1/Randomized: 20 words
Trial2/Organized: 49 words
Trial2/Randomized: 31 words
Results:Main effects of both factors
ANOVAinteractionnot significant:F(l, 46) = 0.94, p. > 05.
Subjects'residences:Pennsylvania,Ohio, New York,New Jersey
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Recallperiod = 3 minutes per trial
Recallscore = # of words recalledfor each trial
Study period = 60 seconds per sheet
Bartlett's(1932)experiment
Ebbinghausmaterials= nonsense syllables
APPENDIX B: Good, Intermediate, and Poor Models
Model Al, Hierarchytopic.

Method

Subjects

The subjectswere fifty student volunteers from an undergraduateintroductory psychology class.
Materials

The materialsincluded fifty-four common, concrete nouns. The words were
organized into two taxonomic hierarchies,minerals and plants. Each hierarchy
had four levels. Four stimulus sheets were made up. Two of these sheets contained the heierarchieesin an organized tree structure. The other two sheets
presentedthe words in the same format,but the words were randomlyassigned
to places in the two hierarchies.Blankpaper and pencils were distributedto the
subjects.
Design

A 2 x 2 mixed factorialdesign was used with a within-subjectsvariablebeing
the relationshipbetween the 2nd trial recall and the 1st trial recall. The other
independent variablewas a between-subjectsvariablebeing the organized/randomized word lists. Half of the subjectswere assigned to each condition.The first
group received the organized hierarchies (N = 25), while the second group
(N = 25) received the randomized hierarchies.The dependent variable was the
numberof correctlyrecalledwords. Only the results from correctresponseswere
used. Synonyms were not counted. Misspellings were counted as correct but
repeatedwords were only counted one time.
Procedure

The subjects were randomly assigned to one of the two conditions of the
experimentand they were assigned to differentparts of the room. The subjects
were verbally instructedto study the two lists of words. The subjectswere told
that they would be tested on their ability to recall the words from both lists. At
the start of the first session, the subjects were told to "study" the first list of
words. The subjectswere given sixty seconds to study the first list of words. After
the sixty seconds were up, the instructortold the subjectsto "stop"studying the
first list. Then aftera short wait, the subjectswere instructedto study the second
list of words for another sixty seconds. At the end of the second sixty second
period, the instructortold the subjectsto "stop"and to turn the sheet over. The
subjects were then instructed by the experimenter to "recall"as many of the
words on the two lists. The subjectswere given three minutes to write down as
many words as the could remember.After the recall period, the subjects were
instructedto repeat the same task.
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Method

Subjects

The subjectswere fifty student volunteers from an undergraduateintroductory psychology class.
Materials

The materials include two paragraphsthat contained 250 words. The paragraphs were identicalexcept for a title. Blankpaper and pencils were also distributed to the subjects.
Design

A 2 x 2 mixed factorialdesign was used with a within-subjectsvariablebeing
the relationshipbetween the 2nd trial recall and the 1st trial recall. The other
independent variable was a between subjectsvariablebeing the titled/untitled
paragraphs.Half of the subjectswere assigned to each condition.The first group
received the titled paragraph(N=25) while the second group (N=25)receivedthe
untitled paragraph.The dependent variablewas the numberof correctidea units
recalled.Only the results from correctresponses were used.
Procedure

The subjects were randomly assigned to one of the two conditions of the
experiment and they were assigned to differentparts of the room. The subjects
were verballyinstructedto study the passage. They would then be tested on their
ability to recallthe passage. At the startof the first session, the subjectswere told
to "study" the passage. The subjects were given three minutes to study the
passage. At the end of threeminutes, the experimentertold the subjectsto "stop"
and to turn the paragraphover. At the end of the study period, the subjectswere
instructedto "recall"as much of the paragraphas they could. The subjectswere
given threeminutes to write down as much informationas they could remember.
After the recallperiod, the subjectswere instructedto repeat the same task.
Model A2, HierarchyTopic

Method

Subjects

Fifty PennsylvaniaState University undergraduateswho enrolled in an introductory psychology course participatedin this experiment.They were randomly
assigned to either the organized condition or the randomizedcondition, with 25
subjectsin the organized condition and 25 subjectsin the randomizedcondition.
Materials

Subjectswere given two pieces of blank paper,and one out of the two sets of
fifty-four nouns. The words were divided into two taxonomic hierarchies.The
first taxonomic group contained 26 words that referred to minerals and the
second group contained 28 words that included plants. Four sheets were prepared for the experiment.Two of the sheets were in an organized fashion. The
other two sheets had the words arrangedin randomizedstructure.Forthe experiment, half of the subjectsstudied the organizedhierarchies,the otherhalf studied
the randomizedhierarchies.
Design

The experiment called for a 2 x 2 mixed factorial design. The independent
variableswere organizedvs randomizedtrial.The organizedvs. randomizedwas
tested between subjects and trial was tested within subjects. The dependent
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variable was the number of correct works recalled for each trial. Only correct
responseswere included in the score.The numberof trialsand time for study and
recallwere kept constantfrom subjectto subject.
Procedure

Subjectswere divided into two equal groups. Half of the subjects were assigned to the organized conditions, the other half were assigned to the randomized condition. To begin, the subjectswere instructedthat they would be tested
on their ability to recallthe words on the two sheets of paper.The subjectswere
instructedto study the first list of words for sixty seconds. The instructorended
the first study session by saying "stop."The subjects were then given a short
breakbeforethey were asked to study the second study session by saying "stop."
The subjectswere then given three minutes to recall as many of the words from
both lists as possible. After the first recall period, the instructor repeated the
experimentfor a second time.
Model A3, Hierarchy Topic

Method

Subjects

Fifty volunteers from an introductorypsychology class participatedas part
of the experiment. Subjects were randomly assigned to one of two conditions, twenty-five in the organizedcondition and twenty-five in the randomized
condition.
Materials

Blankpaper,pencils, and two sets of typewritten words were all used in the
experiment.The stimulus sets consisted of fifty-fourcommon nouns divided into
two taxonomichierarchies,minerals,and plants. The two sets of fifty-fournouns
were either organizedor randomized.
Design

A 2 x 2 mixed factorialdesign was employed. There were two independent
variables,Organized/Randomized and Trial.Organized,Randomizedwas a between subjectmanipulationand consisted of two conditions, organized (where
the words were placed in an organized tree structure)and randomized (where
the same words were presentedin a tree structurebut the words were randomly
assigned to positions in the two hierarchies).The trial was a within subjects
manipulationsand consisted of a second recall of the list of words. The dependent variable was the correctnumber of words recalled. Several variable were
controlled.These included the length of time subjectshad to study and recallthe
two sets of words and each subjectwas not allowed to see the list of words until
the experimentertold them to do so.
Procedure

Subjectswere told that they were participatingin an experimentin exchange
for extracredit.They were given instructionson the experimentand the various
steps to follow during the experiment.The subjectswere randomly assigned to
one of two groups, the organized condition or the randomized condition. Each
subjectwas given his/her own blank paper,pencil, and either the organized or
randomizedlist of words. Afterreceivingthe list of words face down, the subjects
were instructedto turn the paper over and begin to study the first list of words.
The subjectswere given sixty seconds to study the first list of words. After the
sixty seconds were up the subjects were told to stop studying the list. After a
short time, the subjectswere then instructed to study the second list of words.
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They were given another sixty seconds to study the second list of words. After
the sixty seconds were up the subjectswere to stop studying the words and to
turn the sheets face down. The subjectswere then told to begin the recallphase
of the experiment. The subjects had three minutes to recall the words on both
lists. They were instructed to recall as many words on both lists as they could
remember.After the first recallperiod was over, the subjectsrepeatedthe procedure again. Data was collected for all subjects.Finally,all subjectswere debriefed
on the intent of the experiment.
Model B, Hierarchy Topic

Method

The subjects of this experiment were 50 students attending The Pennsylvania
State University.They participatedin the experiment in return for extra credit.
They were split into two groups by randomselection.One, designated the organized group, consisted of 25 students. They received two lists of words, the first
had a list of 26 minerals, the second had a list of 28 plants. The words were
organizedinto a hierarchythat had four levels. The randomizedgroup contained
25 subjectsand the list of words were the same except that they were randomly
assigned to positions in the two hierarchies.
For this experiment,three materialswere used: several pieces of blank paper,
pencils, and two sets of word lists. The word lists were either organized or
randomized.
The experimentused a 2 x 2 factorialdesign. All subjectswere given the list
of words to study. Out of the 50 subjects, 25 were given the organized list of
words only and 25 were given the randomized list of words only. In order to
eliminate confounding variables, the subjectswere given the list of words face
down. Also subjectswere told to study the list of words only when the instructor
told them to do so. After randomlyassigning the subjectsto the two groups, they
were then sent to different parts of the room. The subjects in the organized
condition were directedto sit on the right side of the room and the subjectsin the
randomized condition were directed to sit on the left side of the room. The
experimentergave instructions for the experiment. The experimentertold the
subjectsthat they were to study both lists of words for sixty seconds. After the
subjects had studied both of the lists for sixty seconds each they were to write
down as many words as they could remember.The subjectswould have three
minutes to recall as many words from both lists as possible. Once this had been
completed the experimentwould be repeated.
Model C, Hierarchy Topic

Method

Subjects:Fifty introductorypsychology students volunteered for the experiment. Subjectswere randomlyassigned to two groups and sent to differentparts
of the room.
Materials:The experiment included a couple of pieces of blank paper, some
pencils, and two sets of stimulus materialthat containedfifty-fourwords.
Design:This experiment was a 2 x 2 mixed factorialdesign. The organized
condition was a between-subjectmanipulation.Group one received the organized condition in which the words were organized into two hierarchies.Group
two received the random condition in which the words were randomlyassigned
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to the two hierarchies.All subjectswere given the words to read. The subjects
studied the first set of words. The instructortold the subjectsto study the words
for sixty seconds. Afterthe minute was up, the instructortold the subjectsto stop.
Aftera shortrest,the instructortold the subjectsto study the second set of words.
After the minute was up, the instructor told the subjects to stop. Then the
instructortold the subjectsto recallas many of the words as possible.The subjects
would have three minutes to recall as many words as possible. This procedure
was repeatedafter a short break.
Procedure:
Subjectswere given the words face down. Once the instructorhad
given directions,the subjectswere told to study the words. After sixty seconds,
the subjectswere told to stop studying the first set of words and turn the sheet
over. Then, following a short break,the instructortold the subjectsto study the
second sheet of words. After a minute was up the instructortold the subjectsto
stop studying the words and to turn the paper face down. The instructorthen
told the subjectsto recall as many of the words as possible. After three minutes
were up, the subjectsstopped writing. The whole procedurewas repeated after
a short break.The numberof correctwords were scored.

Appendix C: Propositions Available for HierarchyTopic
Sortedby Relevance(Essential, Unnecessary,Extraneous)and Context
(1 = All Models, 2 = As Only, 3 = BC Only, 4 = No Models)
1
1
1
3
4
UNNECESSARY 1
ESSENTIAL

1
3
3
4
EXTRANEOUS 4

Subjects
students.
are
50
Subjects
Subjectsare IntroductoryPsychology students.
Subjectsare volunteers.
Subjectsearned extra credit toward their course grade.
Subjectsare native Englishspeakers.
Half the subjectswere randomlyassigned to the
organized condition.
Half the subjectswere randomlyassigned to the
random condition.
Subjectsare Penn State students.
Subjectswere sent to differentparts of the room.
Subjects'residencesare in Pennsylvania,Ohio, New
York,or New Jersey.
Subjects'psychology professorsare Dr.Smith or Dr.
Schwartz.
Materials

ESSENTIAL

1
2
2
2
2
2

Wordsare arrangedin 2 taxonomichierarchies.
Materialsare 54 nouns.
One hierarchywas for minerals.
One hierarchywas for plants.
Four stimulus sheets were prepared.
Two sheets presentedthe plant and mineralhierarchies
in an organized tree structure.
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2
4
4
4
4
4
4
UNNECESSARY 1
EXTRANEOUS

4
4
4
4

Two sheets presented the words arranged randomly in
the tree structure.
Each hierarchy has four levels.
The mineral hierarchy contained 26 words.
The plant hierarchy contained 28 words.
The same tree structure layout was used for organized
and random hierarchies.
Words include concrete common nouns.
Words were typed on standard white paper.
Materials included blank paper, pencils.
Paper was purchased at K-Mart, State College,
Pennsylvania.
Materials include consent forms from Office for
Protection of Human Subjects.
Half the subjects studied the organized hierarchies.
Half the subjects studied the randomized hierarchies.
Design

ESSENTIAL

1
1
1
2
2
2

UNNECESSARY 3
3
EXTRANEOUS

2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4

The experimental design was a 2 x 2 mixed factorial.
One independent variable was organized versus
random presentation of the word lists.
Presentation was manipulated between subjects.
One independent variable was first versus second recall
trial.
Trial varied within subjects.
Dependent measure is number of words correctly
recalled for each trial.
Subjects were randomly assigned to presentation
conditions.
25 subjects (half) were assigned to each presentation
condition.
Study and recall times were constant for all subjects.
All subjects were given the words to read.
Organized presentation had the words in organized tree
structures.
Randomized presentation had the words randomly
assigned to the same structures.
The subjects studied the first set of words.
The subjects were told to study the words for sixty
seconds.
The subjects were told when to stop.
The subjects were given three minutes for recall.
The subjects were told to recall as many of the words as
possible.
This procedure was repeated after a short break.
The subjects were told to study the second set of words.
Experimental design was devised by experimenters.
Misspellings were counted as correct.
Order of recall did not matter.
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4
4

Repeatedwords were only counted once.
Synonyms were not counted.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

The first study period began with the command "study/'
Study period was 60 seconds per sheet.
The study period ended with the command "stop/'
Same procedurewas used for second stimulus sheet.
The recallperiod began with the command "recall."
Recallperiod was 3 minutes per trial.
The experimenterrepeatedthe procedurefor the
second trial.
Subjectswere told they would be tested on their ability
to recallall the words.
Subjectswere given a plant and a mineralhierarchy.
Subjectswrote all the words they recalledon a blank
sheet of paper.
Subjectswere told they would study the words
containedon each sheet for 60 sec.
Orderof recalldid not matter.
The subjectswere told to turn over the recallsheet.
Subjectsreceived a written debriefing.
Subjectswere sent to differentparts of the room.
Subjectsin the organized condition (group 1) sat on the
right.
Subjectsin the random condition (group 2) sat on the
left.
Stimulus sheets were distributedface down.
Subjectslabeled the sheet "trial1."
Subjectswere given blank paper and pencil.
Subjectswere randomlyassigned to presentation
condition.
Recallscore was the numberof words recalledfor each
trial.
Eachsubjectread and signed an informed-consentform.
Experimenttook place on Wednesday,7-9 p.m.
Experimenterflipped a coin.
Heads was group 1.
Tailswas group 2.
Half were assigned to each condition.
Misspellingswere counted as correct.
Repeatedwords were only counted once.
Synonyms were not counted.
Subjectswere told they would receive extra credit for
participating.
Subjectswere dismissed.

Procedure

ESSENTIAL

2
3
3
4
4
4
4
UNNECESSARY3
3
3
3
4
4
EXTRANEOUS 1
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

